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1. Introduction

As described in [I-D.ietf-rtcweb-overview], successful interoperable deployment of RTCWEB requires that implementations share a video codec. Not requiring a video codec will mean that this decision is left to processes outside the standards process, and risks the spectre of fragmented deployment.

This memo argues that VP8 should be that codec.

2. Requirements for an MTI codec

As outlined by the presentation given at the IETF meeting at IETF 84 in Vancouver, it is unclear what the hard requirements for a video codec are, but the items that it was suggested that proposals give information on were:

- Image quality - comparative data was sought, but without defining a baseline
- Performance - what resolutions / frame rates can be achieved in software on some common systems
- Power consumption of hardware and/or software implementations
- Hardware support
- IPR status

This document lays out the available information in each category.

3. Definition of VP8

VP8 is defined in [RFC6386], and its RTP payload is defined in [I-D.ietf-payload-vp8]. There are no profiles; all decoders are able to decode all valid media streams.

4. Image quality evaluations

In tests carried out by Google on a set of ten sample video clips containing typical video-conference content, VP8 outperformed the x264 H.264 codec running the constrained baseline profile by on average 37.2%. That is, at the same quality, measured by PSNR, VP8 produced 37.2% fewer bits on average than H.264. VP8 outperformed H.264 on all ten of the test clips by between 19% and 64%. Both
An independent evaluation by Christian Feller and Mohammed Raad, presented to ISO/IEC SC29 WG11 in July 2012, showed that VP8 performed better than the (H.264 baseline) anchors for the IVC project on a majority of the cases.

5. Performance evaluation

5.1. Software

The current reference implementation is libvpx, developed in the WebM project.

The encoding speed in software depends on the quality setting. On a stock PC platform using an Intel Xeon CPU at 2.67 GHz, in a test using extremely difficult 720p material and encoding at a target data rate of 2 Mbit/sec, VP8’s encoding speed varied from 48.4 fps (at the setting used in WebRTC today) to 96.2 fps (at the fastest setting), using a single thread. This variation in encode speed is achieved by changing the configuration of VP8 encoding tools in a deterministic way to trade-off encoding speed with output quality.

On a stock PC platform using an Intel Xeon CPU with 8 cores at 2.27GHz, tests using difficult 720p material encoded at 2 Mbit/sec show that using a single thread VP8 can decode at 200.50 fps (in comparison H.264, baseline profile, achieves 107.95 fps), using four threads VP8 decodes at 519.96 fps (H.264 achieves 363.73 fps), and using sixteen threads VP8 decodes at 1,076.49 fps (H.264 achieves 807.11 fps).

5.2. Hardware support

To date, Google has licensed VP8 hardware accelerators to over 50 chip manufacturers, and VP8 hardware IP cores have also been made available by Imagination Technologies, Verisilicon and Chips & Media. Furthermore, Google is aware of several 3rd party implementations of VP8 decoders and encoders from the world’s leading semiconductor companies.

At the time of this writing, more than a dozen of chip manufacturers have announced chips with 1080p VP8 support, including Samsung (Exynos 5), NVIDIA (Tegra 3), Marvell (Armada 1500), Broadcom (BCM28150), Texas Instruments (OMAP54xx), Freescale (i.MX 6), ST-Ericsson (NovaThor L9540), LG Electronics, Hisilicon (K3v2), Rockchip
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(RK2918, RK3066), Nufront (NS115), Ziilabs (ZMS40) and Allwinner (A10). Google estimates that a clear majority of leading mobile chipsets in 2013 will contain VP8 hardware support.

5.3. Hardware performance

Several of the aforementioned hardware implementations are based on the WebM video hardware designs described at http://www.webmproject.org/hardware/. Performance figures include:

- Decode of 1080p video at 30 fps at less than 100 MHz clock frequency
- Decoding more than ten simultaneous SD video streams on a single chip
- Less than 25 milliwatts of power for 1080p decoding
- Encoding 1080p video at 30 fps at less than 220 MHz clock frequency
- Less than 80 milliwatts of power for HD video encoding

Based on the Hantro G1 multiformat decoder implementation, the VP8 hardware decoder is 45% smaller in silicon area than the H.264 High Profile decoder. VP8 also requires 18% less DRAM bandwidth than H.264 as it does not use bidirectional inter prediction, allowing significant reductions in the overall decoding system power consumption.

6. IPR status

Google has made its position clear with respect to Google-owned IPR in its licensing terms, http://www.webmproject.org/license/additional/.

As of this moment (October 5, 2012), Google’s royalty-free license commitment is the only IPR statement filed against RFC 6386 in the IETF disclosures database.

7. IANA Considerations

This document makes no request of IANA.

Note to RFC Editor: this section may be removed on publication as an RFC.
8. Security Considerations

Codec definitions do not in themselves comprise security risks, as
long as there is no means of embedding active content in their
datastream. VP8 does not contain such active content.

Codec implementations have frequently been the cause of security
concerns. The reference implementation of VP8 has been extensively
tested by Google security experts, and is believed to be free from
exploitable vulnerabilities. There is a continuous program in place
to ensure that any vulnerabilities identified are repaired as quickly
as possible.
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1. Introduction

The selection of a Mandatory To Implement (MTI) video codec for WebRTC has been discussed for quite some time in the RTCWEB WG. This document proposes that the H.264 video codec should be mandatory to implement for WebRTC implementations and gives motivation to this proposal.

The core of the proposal is that H.264 Constrained Baseline Profile Level 1.2 MUST be supported as Mandatory To Implement video codec. To enable higher quality for devices capable of it, support for H.264 High Profile Level 1.3, extended to support 720p resolution at 30 Hz framerate is RECOMMENDED.

This draft discusses the advantages of H.264 as the authors of this draft see them; a richness of implementations and hardware support, well known licensing conditions, good performance, and well defined handling of varying device capabilities.

2. Terminology

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in BCP 14, RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

3. H.264 Overview

The video coding standard Advanced Video Coding (ITU-T H.264 | ISO/IEC 14496-10 [H264]) has been around for almost ten years by now. Developed jointly by MPEG and ITU-T in the Joint Video Team, it was published in its first version in 2003 and amended with support for higher-fidelity video in 2004. Other significant updates include support for scalability (2007) and multiview (2009). The codec goes under the names H.264, AVC and MPEG-4 Part10. In this memo the term "H.264" will be used.

H.264 was from the start very successful and has become widely adopted for (video) content as well as (video) communication services worldwide.

4. Implementations

Arguably, hardware or DSP acceleration for video encoding/decoding would be mostly beneficial for devices that has relatively lower
capacity in terms of CPU and power (smaller batteries), and the most common devices in this category are phones and tablets. There is a long list of vendors offering hardware or DSP implementations of H.264. In particular all vendors of platforms for mobile high-range phones, smartphones, and tablets support H.264/AVC High Profile encoding and decoding at least 1080p30, but those platforms are currently not used for low- to mid-range devices. These vendors are ST-Ericsson, Qualcomm, TI, Nvidia, Renesas, Mediatek, Huawei Hisilicon, Intel, Broadcom, Samsung. Those platforms all support H.264/AVC codec with dedicated HW or DSP. For at least the ST-Ericsson and Qualcomm hardware it is verified that the implementation has low-delay real-time support, but it seems likely that this is the case for at least the majority of the others as well.

Regarding software implementations there is a long list of available implementations. Wikipedia provides an illustration of this with their list [Implementations], and more implementations appear, e.g. [Woon]. Not only are there standalone implementations available, including open source, but in addition recent Windows and Mac OS X versions support H.264 encoding and decoding.

5. Licensing

H.264 is a mature codec with a mature and well-known licensing model. MPEG-LA released their AVC Patent Portfolio License already in 2004 and in 2010 they announced that H.264 encoded Internet video is free to end users will never be charged royalties [MPEGLA]. Real-time generated content, the content most applicable to WebRTC, was free already from the establishment of the MPEG-LA license. License fees for products that decode and encode H.264 video remain though. Those fees are, and will very likely continue to be for the lifetime of MPEG-LA pool, $0.20 per codec or less. It can be noted that for MPEG-LA, since one license covers both an encoder and decoder, there is no additional cost of using an encoder to an implementation that supports decoding of H.264.

It is a well-established fact that not all H.264 right holders are MPEG-LA pool members. H.264 is however an ITU/ISO/IEC international standard, developed under their respective patent policies, and all contributors must license their patents under Reasonable And Non-Discriminatory (RAND) terms. In the field of video coding, most major research groups interested in patents do contribute to the ITU/ISO/IEC standards process and are therefore bound by those terms.

VP8 is a much younger codec than H.264 and it is fair to say that the licensing situation is less clear than for H.264. Google has
provided their patent rights on VP8 under a open source friendly license with very restrictive reciprocity conditions. According to MPEG-LA’s web page [MpegLaVp8], MPEG-LA is in the process of forming a royalty-bearing patent pool for VP8. Also, according to press reports [DoJ], at least the US Department of Justice investigate MPEG-LA for anticompetitive activity in conjunction with the VP8 pool formation. This indicates that the licensing situation for VP8 has not settled.

6. Performance

Comparing video quality is difficult. Practically no modern video encoding method includes any bit-exact encoding where a given (video) input produces a specified encoded output bitstream. Instead, the encoded bitstream syntax and semantics are specified such that a decoder can correctly interpret it and produce a known output. This is true both for H.264 and VP8. Significant freedom is left to the encoder implementation to choose how to represent the encoded video, for example given a specific targeted bitrate. Thus it cannot in general be expected that any encoded video bitstream represents the best possible or most efficient representation, given the defined bitstream syntax elements available to that codec. The actually achieved quality for a certain bitstream, how close it is to the optimally possible with available syntax, at any given bitrate rather depends on the performance of the individual encoder implementation.

Also, not only is the resulting experienced video quality subjective, but also depends on the source material, on the point of operation and a number of other considerations. In addition, performance can be measured vs. bitrate, but also vs. e.g. complexity - and here another can of worms can be opened because complexity depends on hardware used (some platforms have video codec accelerations), SW platform (and how efficient it can use the hardware) and so on. On top of this comes that different implementations can have different performance, and can be operated in different ways (e.g. tradeoffs between complexity and quality can be made). Regardless of how a performance evaluation is carried out it can always be said that it is not "fair". This section nevertheless attempts to shed some light on this subject, and specifically the performance (measured against bitrate) of H.264 compared to VP8.

A number of studies [H264perf1][H264perf2][H264perf3] have been made to compare the compression efficiency performance between H.264 and VP8. These studies show that H.264 is in general performing better than VP8 but the studies are not specifically targeting video conferencing. Therefore, Ericsson made a comparison where a number of video conferencing type sequences were encoded using both H.264
and VP8. Eight video conferencing type test sequences were used; three were taken from the MPEG/ITU test set (vidyo2-4) and five were recorded by Ericsson. The sequences were all 720p 25/30Hz.

The focus of that test was to evaluate the best compression efficiency that could be achieved with both codecs since it was believed to be harder to make a fair comparison trying to use complexity constraints. The results showed that H.264 High Profile provides an average bitrate compared to VP8 of -23% (minus here means that H.264 is better) using PSNR-based Bjontegaard Delta bitrate (BD-rate) [PSNRdiff]. H.264 Constrained High Profile provided -16% and Constrained Baseline Profile resulted in +16% (plus here means that VP8 is better).

For H.264, JM 18.3 in low-delay mode without reordering of B or P pictures was used. For VP8 encoding, v1.1.0 with the "best" preset was used.

Again, video quality is difficult to compare. The authors however believe that the data provided in this section shows that H.264 is at least on par with VP8. As a final note, the new HEVC standard clearly outperforms both of them, but the authors think it is premature to mandate HEVC for WebRTC.

7. Profile/level

H.264 [H264] has a large number of encoding tools, grouped in functionally reasonable toolsets by codec profiles, and a wide range of possible implementation capability and complexity, specified by codec levels. It is typically not reasonable for H.264 encoders and decoders to implement maximum complexity capability for all of the available tools. Thus, any H.264 decoder implementation is typically not able to receive all possible H.264 streams. Which streams can be received is described by what profile and level the decoder conforms to. Any video stream produced by an H.264 encoder must keep within the limits defined by the intended receiving decoder’s profile and level to ensure that the video stream can be correctly decoded.

Profiles can be "ranked" in terms of the amount of tools included, such that some profiles with few tools are "lower" than profiles with more tools. However, profiles are typically not strictly supersets or subsets of each other in terms of which tools are used, so a strict ranking cannot be defined. It is also in some cases possible to express compliance to the common subset of tools between two different profiles. This is fairly well described in [RFC6184].

When choosing a Mandatory To Implement codec, it is desirable to use
a profile and level that is as widely supported as possible. Therefore, H.264 Constrained Baseline Profile Level 1.2 MUST be supported as Mandatory To Implement video codec. This is possible to support with significant margin in hardware devices Section 4 and should likely also not cause performance problems for software-only implementations. All Level definitions (Annex A of [H264]) include a maximum framesize in macroblocks (16*16 pixels) as well as a maximum processing requirement in macroblocks per second. That number of macroblocks per second can be almost freely distributed between framesize and framerate. The maximum framesize for Level 1.2 corresponds to 352*288 pixels (CIF). Examples of allowed framesize and framerate combinations for Level 1.2 are CIF (352*288 pixels) at 15 Hz, QVGA (320*240 pixels) at 20 Hz, and QCIF (176*144 pixels) at 60 Hz.

Recognizing that while the above profile and level will likely be possible to implement in any device, it is also likely not sufficient for applications that require higher quality. Therefore, it is RECOMMENDED that devices and implementations that can meet the additional requirements also implement at least H.264 High Profile Level 1.3, extended to support 720p resolution at 30 Hz framerate, but the extension MAY alternatively be made from any Level higher than 1.3.

Note that the lowest non-extended Level that support 720p30 is Level 3.1, but fully supporting Level 3.1 also requires fairly high bitrate, large buffers, and other encoding parameters included in that Level definition that are likely not reasonable for the targeted communication scenario. This method of extending a lower level with a smaller set of applicable parameters is already used by some video conferencing vendors.

8. Negotiation

Given that there exist a fairly large set of defined profiles and levels (Section 7), the probability is rather low that randomly chosen H.264 encoder and decoder implementations have exactly matching capabilities. In any communication scenario, there is therefore a need for a decoder to be able to convey its maximum supported profile and level that the encoder must not exceed.

In addition and depending on the wanted use case and the conditions that apply at a certain communication instance, there may also be a need to describe the currently wanted profile and level at the start of the communication session, which may be lower than the maximum supported by the implementation. In this scenario it may also be of interest to communicate from the encoder to the decoder both which
profile and level that will actually be used and what is the maximum supported profile and level. The reason to communicate not only the starting point but also the maximum assumes that communication conditions may change during the conditions, maybe multiple times, possibly making another profile and level be a more appropriate choice.

Communication of maximum supported profile and level is the only mandatory SDP [RFC4566] parameter in the H.264 payload format [RFC6184], which also includes a large set of optional parameters, describing available use (decoder) and intended use (encoder) of those parameters for a specific offered [RFC3264] stream.

If the above mentioned (Section 7) capability for 720p30 is supported as an extension to High Profile Level 1.3 (or higher), the level extension SHOULD be signaled in SDP using the following parameters as defined in section 8.1 of [RFC6184]:

- profile-level-id=64000d (or corresponding to a higher Level of High profile)
- max-fs=3600 (or greater)
- max-mbps=108000 (or greater)
- max-br=768 (or greater, whatever the device implementation can support)

9. Summary

H.264 is widely adopted and used for a large set of video services. This in turn is because H.264 offers great performance, reasonable licensing terms (and manageable risks). As a consequence of its adoption for many services, a multitude implementations in software and hardware are available. Another result of the widespread adoption is that all associated technologies, such as payload formats, negotiation mechanisms and so on are well defined and standardized. In addition, using H.264 enables interoperability with many other services without video transcoding.

We therefore propose to the WG that H.264 shall be mandatory to implement for all WebRTC endpoints that support video, according to the details described in Section 7.
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1. Introduction

In the context of WebRTC, there is currently no consensus on the video codec(s) that need to be mandatory to implement.

In order to reach a consensus, the RTCWEB chairs have solicited internet-drafts naming proposed mandatory-to-implement video codecs (c.f. [rtcweb-mail]).

This draft gives some arguments in favor of H.264.

2. Terminology

In this document, the key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [RFC2119].

3. Rationale and Position

Many videoconferencing systems exist today (e.g. fact sheets of services at [h264-ftob]), mainly for professional services but also for individual consumers.

We believe that WebRTC, when used as a mean to interconnect Web browsers to these existing services, can be a driver for enabling more users to access them.

As an example, all Orange video conferencing systems operate using the H.264/AVC technology. H.264/AVC benefits from many available implementations, tuned for different architectures, and has clear licensing conditions. VP8 has no footprint in this market, independent implementations are rare, licensing conditions are not yet clarified (free license offered from one patent owner while MPEG LA operates a Patent Pool with at least 12 members (c.f. [press-article])).

With this current status, it is believed that incorporating the mandatory to implement video codec having the bigger footprint will permit a better adoption and interconnection of WebRTC to existing services leading to a successful standard.

Hence we strongly support H.264/AVC to be part of the mandatory to implement codecs.
4. Security Considerations

None.

5. IANA Considerations

None.
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